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Product Data Sheet

Sticky Step Textile
Sticky Step Textile is a heavy duty step on, step off contamination control mat which has been designed 
to capture large amounts of dust and dirt from entering controlled working environments. The mat is 
constructed of 36 resin impregnated woven cotton layers which sit securely within a heavy-duty plastic 
frame. Each layer is coated with a non-transferable resin that ensures any loose particles on the surface and 
within the tread of footwear following being walked on, will detach and remain in the resin on the mat. Once 
soiled, each layer can simply be peeled away and disposed of to reveal a new clean layer. Sticky Step Textile 
is the perfect solution for paint shops, construction, off shore, nuclear, electronic industries and many other 
environments where contamination control is essential.

For more information about this product or, to place an order click here

Features
Typical applications: Ideal for paint shops, 
construction, off shore, nuclear, electronic 
industries and many other environments where 
contamination control is essential.

Material: Resin impregnated cotton layered sheets 
with plastic surround.

Cleaning: Simply peel off the top layer to reveal a 
clean layer below.

Warranty: Lifetime.

Please note, all Imperial sizes have either been rounded up or down to the nearest whole number

Code Metric Imperial Thickness Weight Per Colour

ST2436 60cm x 90cm 2' x 3' 10mm 10kg (pack of 2) Light Grey

ST3641 90cm x 104cm 3' x 3' 10mm 14kg (pack of 2) Light Grey

Light Grey only

Suitable for indoor use
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Sticky Step Textile

Technical Specification

Slip resistant: Great slip resistance to level 2

Wear resistant: Great wear resistance to level 2, suitable for medium to high footfall

Anti-microbial: Yes

Disability friendly: Yes, the low profile makes it suitable for wheelchair users

Dry area: Yes

Heavy area: Yes

Wheeled area: Yes

Medical area: Yes

Environment: Suitable for indoor use

Cleaning: Simply peel off the top layer to reveal a clean layer below
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